
A HISTORY OF IL CARNEVALE ITALIANO FESTIVAL OF VENICE

The Carnival of Venice (Italian: Carnevale di Venezia) is an annual festival held in Venice, Italy. The Italian government
decided to bring back the history and culture of Venice, and sought to use the traditional Carnival as the . from the Italian
"pianta il leone" referencing the conquests of Venice and the origin of this .

History of Carnevale in Italy Carnevale has roots in pagan festivals and traditions and, as is often the case with
traditional festivals, it was adapted to fit into the Catholic rituals. In the elegant Venetian palaces lavish
masked balls marked the beginning of a long and fascinating tradition of masked parties in Venice. Theirs is a
half mask in leather, presenting themselves with low forehead, bulging eyebrows and a long nose with a
reverse curve towards the end. The law also prohibited painting one's face, or wearing false beards or wigs. It
derived from the visard mask invented in France in the sixteenth century, but differed in not having a hole to
speak through. The streets are like one big party filled with people dressed in elaborate costumes. The bauta
was often accompanied by a red or black cape and a tricorn. One scholar argues that covering the face in
public was a uniquely Venetian response to one of the most rigid class hierarchies in European history. The
grand opening celebration of the Carnival takes place on the first Sunday, with an event called il volo
dell'angelo the flight of the angel. The redevelopment of the masks began as the pursuit of some Venetian
college students for the tourist trade. Today the period of Carnevale is a time when people put their daily lives
on hold to laugh at themselves, their leaders and their world. Only citizens i. During Venice Carnival in the
15th century therefore it was forbidden to enter holy places wearing masks. By the 18th century, it was limited
only to about three months from December  In Italy, we are serious about it. March It's said that the Carnival
of Venice was started from a victory of the Venice Republic against the Patriarch of Aquileia , Ulrico di
Treven in the year  To add to the festival atmosphere, there are usually refreshment stalls in the Piazza selling
snacks and drinks like mulled wine, local Bellini cocktails and the local speciality fritelle, a popular festive
doughnut sold everywhere in Venice around Carnival time. Not quite. He is meant to be a kind of "noble
savage", devoid of reason and full of emotion, a peasant, a servant, even a slave. One of the big events is the
afternoon parade of costumes on a catwalk in St. Mark's Square and the adjacent Piazzetta. The Carnival in
Venice history as an official public holiday, however, began only in , when a decree of the Senate declared a
public holiday the day before the beginning of Lent. These serious excesses forced the Venetian Republic to
issue a series of decrees to limit abuses and fraudulent use of masks and costumes in Venice, measures that
gradually went to undermine the very essence of the Carnival in Venice and the origins of freedom and
equality. A schedule is displayed on notices around the square or pick up a calendar at the tourist office.
Consult this article for future dates for Carnevale in Italy. Stephen's Day , December 26 and the end of the
carnival season at midnight of Shrove Tuesday. For the Christians, it represented and still represents one last
moment of indulgence before the penitence of Lent, which brings to the celebrations of Easter. Once
Christianity took over Romanity from a spiritual point of view, acceptance of such type of ritualistic excesses
was difficult; at the same time, these were extremely popular festivals, known and spread through the largest
Empire Western Mankind had ever had, and getting rid of them was out the question. Tickets are generally
expensive and should be booked in advance, but if you've left it late, it's still worth calling around. Foiano
Carnevale di Foiano by Luca Daviddi at flickr.


